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The shifting geopolitics of knowledge



World University Rankings 2022: sound data

108 million citations analysed

14.4 million research publications

430,000 data points from institutions

140,000 reputation survey votes

22,000 reputation survey respondents

2,144 institutions submitted data

1,662 institutions included

99 countries/territories included



Comprehensive, balanced, rigorous methodology



The top 200



Top 200 dynamics: the rise and rise of China

Two universities in the 
top 20 for the first 
time

10 in the world top 
200 vs two in 2016



Top 200 dynamics: east Asia rising

https://files.slack.com/files-pri/TFDM97GAV-F02D3HKU3HA/image.png






A more inclusive 
global research elite

US: 183

Japan: 118

UK: 101

China: 97

India: 71

Russia: 60

Brazil: 59



BRICS nations now 
take 298 places in 
the rankings (19% 
up from 17%).

698 from all Emerging 
Economies (43%)

China: 97

India: 71

Russia: 60

Brazil: 59

Poland: 23





The nations making the most rapid progress (2018-22)



THE leaders’ survey lines about power shift?

“I think the shift from West to East for leadership in the world will likely 
continue. The Global south will also need to rise and take their place on the 
international stage.”



How much disruption to the teaching model is 
coming?







A blended learning future.

“Ultimately, the experience of the last year… has transformed the way 

faculty members interact with students.

“Faculty are now more aware of the “whole student,” acknowledging 

their lives outside the classroom. Also, they have a heightened awareness 

of the need to create teaching practices that keep the students engaged 

and to use technology tools that enhance their teaching, from recorded 

video lectures to real-time chats. Finally, by teaching online, faculty can 

introduce their students to a larger world of scholars beyond their own 

campus, thereby substantially broadening their learning opportunities.

“In short, there’s no going back, and college teaching will simply never be 
the same.”

Shigeru Miyagawa and Meghan Perdue, MIT



Shuaiguo Wang

Shuaiguo Wang, President of XuetangX





A renewed focus on social impact…







THE Impact Rankings: redefining excellence in global HE



THE Impact Rankings: redefining excellence in global HE

“The Times Higher Education 
University Impact Rankings is 
the world’s first global 
attempt to document 
evidence of universities’ 
impact on society, rather than 
just research and teaching 
performance…. and are based 
on… the 17 UN SDGs.”

World Economic Forum



THE Impact Rankings: Explosive growth in participation… 









A reckoning?

“In recent decades, certainly in places like the UK and the US, 
the public and politicians are increasingly asking, ‘What good 
do universities do for society? Who do universities serve?’ I 
think that is causing a reckoning within the higher education 
community perhaps of comparable significance to the 
reckoning that led to the last major transformation of the 
university [in widening access] after the Second World War.”

Fernando Reimers

Unesco International Commission on the Futures of Education



“Universities are here to address the big questions and 
challenges facing our world, and there’s no better 
framework for this than the UN’s SDGs which apply to all 
countries and sectors of society.

“We believe that universities exist for public benefit. To 
support this, we have placed social responsibility as one 
of our core goals for the past decade… We are pleased to 
be part of a growing community of universities 
committed to measuring and sharing their social impact.”

Dame Nancy Rothwell, President, University of 
Manchester
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